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The EDGE Heavy Metal set provides a few options for custom, easy nail art. The set comes
with a small bottle of black polish, as well as a sheet of gold foil and two different studs.
Depending on your level of creativity and skill when it comes to nail art (and admittedly, I
have none) you can get pretty crazy with these looks. For the purpose of my testing, I
stuck to the basics.
Based on the diagrams provided on the outside of the kit box, you can either apply the
studs over the black polish, or you can cut the foil to suit and apply it as an overlay in a
similar fashion. This set does not come with a base or top coat, but I would strongly
recommend both for the sake of your nails and the longevity of your manicure.
That said this black polish did NOT stain my nails when I used it without a base coat — so
the quality of the polish is nicer, that’s for sure. It also didn’t dull down to a total matte
shade — there was still a bit of a gloss. I do recommend the base and top coat, but even
as a quick manicure option, this isn’t bad at all.
For the gold foil, four sheets were included. They were a little difficult for me to cut, which I suspect is my problem more
so than the kit, and so I went for more of a ragged, torn look for my gold pieces. If you’re patient and careful, I suspect
you could craft some pretty designs from the paper, but I am a very impatient person and such is life. The studs were
easy to place — the tiny baggy of loose studs were nice and simple to apply (you need either a very steady hand or
tweezers, which are not included in the set) and they set easily in the wet polish. The sheet of square studs were a bit
strange — they have a square of obvious plastic/sticker around them and so they weren’t really my favourite because
they looked weird on the nail.
http://www.kalynlord.com/fingrs-edge-heavy-metal-set/

The packaging is your typical deodorant packaging…twisty tube, pop of the lid, usual stuff.
Nothing fancy, that’s how I like it. As promised, there is no scent. The feel of this deodorant is
pretty smooth and creamy, but not really loose like some deodorants I’ve tried…the ones that
leave a gross slick of white residue on everything they touch. This seems to be more-or-less
transparent and thank goodness for that. As 90% of my wardrobe is black, white stains are not
going to fly with me.
Efficacy? This does the trick. As it is a deodorant, not an antiperspirant, I do find it acts as such
and on particularly strenuous days there’s no stopping the sweat, but it DOES keep me from
smelling like a gym locker. In fact, I smell like nothing at all, which is nice because I work in a
fragrance-friendly environment and by minimizing my fringe scents I feel less guilty over a dab
or two of actual perfume. It lasts through my workday. On long, long days, yeah…I can smell a
bit of B.O. when I lay down to sleep, but that’s so insignificant in the grand scheme of
deodorant that I don’t even care. A day’s use is a day’s use, and this passes the bar.

http://www.kalynlord.com/toms-of-maine-long-lasting-deodorant-unscented/
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Expression Line Freeze was featured and photographed in the December issue of Health in a story titled,
“Erase Wrinkles, At Home?” Health is a top national publication that has a monthly circulation of 1,382,615
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Physicians Formula
Getting New Look For 2014

Ingrid is featured and the Physicians Formula 2014 Collection is featured and photographed in a
story titled, “Physicians Formula Adds Zip” in today’s issue ofWWD. Daily Circulation: 57,608.
This story was also featured online. Unique Visitors Per Month: 79,235

.

http://www.wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/color-cosmetics/physicians-formulagetting-new-look-for-2014-7311008?src=search_links
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Organic Wear 100% Natural Origin
Mascara was featured and photographed
in a story titled, “Beauty Of The Week: Jessica
Biel” in the December 23rd issue of Life &
Style Weekly. Life & Style Weekly has a
weekly circulation of 420,410
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